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Evolving Storage Needs

Traditional HPC
Modeling & Simulation

Data Science Analytics
Analysis, Search & Compare

Artificial Intelligence
Decision making
REARCHITECTING THE MEMORY/STORAGE HIERARCHY

Memory

Persistent Memory

Storage

Improving SSD performance

Delivering efficient storage

Intel® QLC 3D Nand SSD

HDD / TAPE
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End-to-End Performance

Hardware

High msg rate & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Omni-Path Ethernet

High IOPS & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Optane DC Persistent Memory
Intel® Optane DC SSDs
Intel® 3D-NAND SSDs
End-to-End Performance
Software Building Blocks

High msg rate & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Omni-Path Ethernet
SW: libfabric, Mercury, ...
in userspace

High IOPS & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Optane DC Persistent Memory
  Intel® Optane DC SSDs
  Intel® 3D-NAND SSDs
SW: PMDK, SPDK, ...
in userspace
End-to-End Performance
Storage Software Stack

Fabric

High msg rate & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Omni-Path Ethernet
SW: libfabric, Mercury, ... in userspace

Storage Systems

Kernel-based PFS, disk-based fs, ...

Storage Media

High IOPS & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Optane DC Persistent Memory
Intel® Optane DC SSDs
Intel® 3D-NAND SSDs
SW: PMDK, SPDK, ... in userspace
End-to-End Performance Software Bottleneck

High msg rate & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Omni-Path Ethernet
SW: libfabric, Mercury, ... in userspace

Kernel-based PFS, disk-based fs, ...

High IOPS & bandwidth
HW: Intel® Optane DC Persistent Memory
Intel® Optane DC SSDs
Intel® 3D-NAND SSDs
SW: PMDK, SPDK, ... in userspace

Traditional storage stack entirely masks low latency & capabilities of next-gen storage technologies!
Distributed Async Object Storage

Benefits

- Built natively over new userspace PMEM/NVMe software stack
- Rich storage semantics
- High throughput/IOPS @arbitrary alignment/size
- Ultra-fine grained I/O
- Scalable communications & I/Os
- Software-managed redundancy
- Microservices architecture
- Open source
Distributed Async Object Storage

3rd Party Applications

Rich Data Models

Storage Platform

DAOS Storage Engine

Open Source Apache 2.0 License

POSIX I/O
HDF5
Apache Arrow
SQL

POSIX Container

File-per-process Container

HDF5 Container

KV store Container

Columnar DB Container

ACG Container

Control Plane

Data Plane

PMDK
SPDK

HPC Workflow

HPC Workflow

HDD

POSIX I/O

HDF5

Apache Arrow

SQL

(MediaType 3rd Party Applications)

(data 3rd Party Applications)

(PMDC 3rd Party Applications)

(SPDK 3rd Party Applications)

(MediaType Rich Data Models)

(data Rich Data Models)

(PMDC Rich Data Models)

(SPDK Rich Data Models)

(MediaType Storage Platform)

(data Storage Platform)

(PMDC Storage Platform)

(SPDK Storage Platform)

(MediaType Storage Media)

(data Storage Media)

(PMDC Storage Media)

(SPDK Storage Media)
Mercury userspace function shipping

- **MPI** equivalent communications **latency**
- Built over libfabric

Applications link directly with DAOS lib

- Direct call, no context switch
- Small memory **footprint**
- No locking, caching or data copy

Userspace DAOS server

- Mmap non-volatile memory via PMDK
- NVMe access through SPDK/Blobstore
DAOS Development & Exascale HPC

- Prototype over Lustre*
- Standalone prototype
  - OS-bypass
  - Persistent memory
  - Replication & self healing
- Fast Forward Storage & I/O
- Extreme Scale Storage & I/O
- Stabilization & new features for Exascale
- Productization for Exascale deployment

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.
Resources

Source code on GitHub
- https://github.com/daos-stack/daos

Community mailing list on Groups.io
- daos@daos.groups.io
- https://daos.groups.io/g/daos

Wiki
- http://daos.io

Contact
- johann.lombardi@intel.com